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Desert View
Island with veg.

Permanent bench 20" thick rock wall

Picnic Area DV1 30’6” 10’ 19’

Parking Lot stone curb

Legend
- This sketch is not to scale
- Demonstration area is 10’X30’6”X19’X stone wall
Legend
- This sketch is not to scale
- A to B = 32’6”
- B to D = 16’
- A to C = 18’
- Demonstration area is within A, B, C, & D
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All dashed lines are imaginary lines between points

Trading Post

GENERAL STORE sign

RESTROOMS sign

permanent stationary bench

General Store
Legend
- This sketch is not to scale
- The demonstration area includes the two 12’ X 5’7” pieces of sidewalk and the six 4’x4’ pieces of sidewalk in front of them (all shown here)
GCVC 2,3,4

Legend
- This sketch is not to scale
- Y, this distance varies on either side in these three sites from 10’10” to 11’6”
- The designated demonstration area is from the rock wall to the first line in the sidewalk in the area with the shade structure identified on the map as either GCVC2, GCVC3, or GCVC4
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HQ, Shrine, and Market Plaza Area
Legend
- This sketch is not to scale
- The demonstration area within the pillars, identified with arrows, and all around is sidewalk
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- This sketch is not to scale
- Fence and fence posts
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These dashed lines line up with right side of lodge entry door, 76” wide.
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